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TROLLEY M2

The UNI-TROLL Trolley M2 is designed to carry two 600 x 400 millimetre ISO modular boxes or plastic crates per shelf level.

Underneath, two swivel and two fixed Ø125 millimetre castors ensure easy maneuverability, and the strong and durable 40 millimetre PUR tread ensures noise-reduced rolling.Eight post profiles and four post extenders can be placed safely in the trolley base frame. This protects the posts from being damaged and makes them easy to handle. 

A Trolley M2 frame can also be placed on the top of the posts and you can take advantage of having a double-layer trolley load for the full truck height on long-distance transportations.Trolley base frames can be stacked on top of each other to reduce cost when empty trolleys are returned. 

Measures and capacity
The Trolley M2 base frame is 891 x 616 millimetre and the height from ground level is 270 millimetre. The inside length is 815 millimetre.
Its unloaded weight with posts is 47 kilogram (base frame 25 and posts in total 22 kilogram). The trolley’s carrying capacity is 400 kilogram SWL (Safe Working Load).

When stacked on top of each other, the stacking height of the first layer is 270 millimetre. When stored empty, twelve base frames can be stacked on top of each other to reach a height of 2580 millimetre.

Shelves
Trolley M2 shelves are available in three different variations:
The Shelf M2 PPGF is a plastic version that carries 40 kilogram UDL (Uniform Distributed Load) and is stackable to reduce the volume when returned empty. Its unloaded weight is 4.7 kilogram. The material is impact-resistant and in a new design with shock-absorbing high-tensile steel rods.
The Shelf M2 PWS is the plywood stackable shelf version, which can carry 60 kilogram UDL. Its unloaded weight is 3.9 kilogram.
The Shelf M2 PW is the plywood non-stackable shelf version, which can carry 60 kilogram UDL and is placed in the posts when returned empty. Its unloaded weight is 3.7 kilogram.
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